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karen
mahoney
Little by little

United Kingdom
294 Posts

Posted - 28/12/2009 :  13:50:55  

Radio 2 at 2 today. SONG BOOK OF THE SIXTIES DUSTY OF COURSE.

Karen.

All I see is you

Cas19
Wasn't born to follow

8313 Posts

Posted - 28/12/2009 :  15:06:59  

Only just seen this Karen, so I have missed it, shame.

Casx

'Something in your eyes'

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 28/12/2009 :  15:10:58  

No you haven't Cas, it's on till 5.00pm and Dusty hasn't been featured yet.
But, if by the time you see this you really have missed it, it will be online via
BBC Radio 2 site later.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

Edited by - daydreamer on 28/12/2009 15:12:23

karen
mahoney
Little by little

United Kingdom
294 Posts

Posted - 28/12/2009 :  15:36:36  

Sorry I didn't post this earlier but busy this am. anyway it is on til 5 and no
Dusty yet.

Karen.

All I see is you

Cardiff
Bluesgirl
I’ll try anything

Posted - 28/12/2009 :  19:16:15  

finally played IOWTBWY at 4-40pm and that was because a "Dave from N
IRELAND" who asked for the" exquisite Dusty Springfield" 
I dont think Cilla and her ego would have picked her otherwise as she chose
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United Kingdom
1809 Posts

everyone else until then as her stand up girl singers. I think she always
seems a bit reluctant to acknowledge the superiority of Dusty and her
talent compared to her good fortune at being in the Epstein stable !!
she can say she had as many hits as she likes but Dusty was and always
will be far superior and was modest too unlike Miss Black who just loves
herself.

"every day I find you're in my heart and on my mind" 

liz.

karen
mahoney
Little by little

United Kingdom
294 Posts

Posted - 28/12/2009 :  21:09:44  

Yes. we really did have to wait for IOWTBWY, Was hoping we'd get more.
thank goodness for Dave . Cilla never had what Dusty had, and why
couldn't she pick her as one of her three choices ? she was quite nice
about her at the start of the programme, so was "wishing and hoping " we'd
hear more but.....we all know who was the better 60's singer with talent
don't we ?

Karen.

All I see is you

Brian
Where am I going?

United Kingdom
2058 Posts

Posted - 28/12/2009 :  21:22:19  

It was a great programme. Tony Blackburn was far more interesting than
Cilla though, telling stories of what actually happened in the sixties. Cilla on
the other hand - just 'name-dropped'. When asked by Tony why she 'gave
up' singing in the 70's she had the cheek to say she 'knew' she would be
popular on tv!. Why didn't she say she'd lost her voice and people didn't
care to hear her sing anymore!
Saying that, you sort of have to admire her - she's stretched a 5 year
singing career into a 45 year 'personality' career. Keep with Paul O'Grady,
Dale & Biggins kid - you need them - as much as they need you!.

Brian

daydreamer
Moderator

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Posted - 28/12/2009 :  22:25:53  

Cilla spoiled the programme for me, just like Lulu, she brings herself into
every conversation and it quickly grates. She just never stopped talking
about herself and I felt Tony Blackburn wanted to say that Dusty was our
best female singer ever, but was skirting around offending Cilla. Best he
could do was to call Dusty our best ever soul singer.

Carole x

"There's a part of you that's a part of me..."

humboldt
I’ll try anything

United Kingdom
1704 Posts

Posted - 28/12/2009 :  23:18:17    

I didn't hear the program but I like Cilla, Lulu, Marianne, Sandie, Pet etc
.............

Humboldt
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